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INTRODUCTION
Ever since the first legal recognition of depre-
ciation as a legitimate expense incurred in the operation
of a business there has been continual effort to arrive at
the means of determining the depreciation expense which
would prove scientific, accurate, and acceptable to all
agencies concerned. There has never been a period of time
during which there has been complete accord in the inter-
pretation of depreciation expense or in the ends which it
is supposed to serve.
During recent years increased emphasis has been
placed by management, by accountants and by professional
business consultants upon the attempt to develop a clearer
definition of depreciation expense as well as an acceptable
and adequately defined dollar and cents measurement of the
charge
.
With the picture of seemingly extraordinary
profits of recent years management has found Itself in a
situation which not only deserved comment but v/hich neces-
sitated comment. High costs represented the battle cry of
the people and in view of the high profit reports from cor-
porations there was necessitated an explanation of these
high profits. The working force demanded a larger share of
corporate profits and behind the bulv/ark of the corporate
gates management sought a means of explaining the astronom-
ical figures which represented profits.
ftol-fOIXi'/M-
le Je^n oai „a^X^ i,wa
nclSMsqo ativ al o*n»<pco Mamitlif./ as j^W4loj*
#a e«J-7-ie. ^ i-iof-;a teantiino neso end 1o'
% «,«» a»i,qtrrt «>l*«ira,o86 arf» :;<,i;it„63or-!o, a«»^
iXo o? sI.j44,t»sos on-r .ai«y,o,s
.yo-iir
««? WKsq , creed
. 9,6lS
.ter.'iaor.oa oedsoj?#,^"
-*d/U oca at Jt'waae adslrpjao m«ea «uw «i*r« nolrf*
Jt, ais, ...:,
riOli.tos'rqeft lo rrpi^.t„^^
.ov'ioe cx^ fcl>^
sresd atrf BXs:sd(VRo oseas-rccrt ^cssoi :jnti,K! , ^'|(
ienoiareV-iq
..d j„, Mnacnuoftes
-;a .J09it0R*^« ^d,69oaXq'
'
^•is-iasXd a crciev^ ot qrfd cro-ttr eJn«iXi,«aos aeanJeM .
stctRJqeaaa ms ga ffew sa eensqxe notdstjaiqeft
-^o aoitf
OdS is dco(t--a««fa, ednaoiria «Xi« Been** Utifr '. "
-c'X'ierfo
^'tcnlcnofi'j^xt- Tio ^ru^^oi!r $£f3-
ft cj srim CBd 4per»%flCri<^r cn*^tr
,-ftfeioei la »,inoiq
- nolrf^
^inis ;loa ^^otd*r rr^JMi^cri* ki
Uf 't-srjx.^ls^ao b^n^B^nat*'! cj^sos
.^fito^qo bp3*^Xe jt'
-100 J5cn-^
rt^lri ort^ lo pJt affiosasa/fj
1. ftoi|iU^e/Txo pdOeiJiwHjati.r; eaaw a^^def
io •T^^^\i 6. £ab4T‘^ab eoici ^SFl^itow
-dl rfPl4 ^
lo jiiAdfXir^ Bdnoiq ‘
od;r ^XftUX<jrx;# lo aixflonr a
Various explanations have been offered to the
people and amongst these explanations and defenses of the
heights of corporate profits the well-chiseled features of
"depreciation expense" found its niche. The question peren-
nial was once again brought to the front lines. Profits
were not as high as the figures indicated, for replacement
costs v/ere not adequately considered in the depreciation of
the corporate assets.
The corporation has carried its case regarding
depreciation to what would appear to be reasonable ends in
so far as elements of interpretation are concerned. The
recognition of interpretation, however, has provided no solu-
tion to the problems which may exist in the current practice
of providing for depreciation expenses. Many and varied
questions have been raised concerning the validity of the
accepted means of calculating depreciation costs on origi-
nal cost basis. Many suggestions have been made providing
for some other basis of expense determination.
In the body of this discussion there exists no
definite attem.pt to single out desirable or undesirable
aspects of the situation. Facts are presented as witnessed
and the discussion of concepts or ideas are entered into
with the desire to explore and elucidate in a manner which
may arouse the reader.
An attempt is made to present the fundamental
charges and problems which are being encountered in the
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debate over the nature and construction of depreciation
charges. In Chapter II several aspects of the problem
are discussed. Chapter III presents an exploration of
basic methods which have been advocated for use in the
accrual of depreciation charges. Chapter IV presents a
study of the depreciation activity of the United States
Steel Corporation. That this corporation includes many
types of business operations does not necessarily serve
to make it the most appropriate sample for study. Since
a great deal of the current discussion of the depreciation
proDlem has stemmed from the offices of the Corporation,
a survey into the corporate policy might serve a worth-
v/hile purpose.
The conclusion of this discussion does not repre-
sent any attempt at decision of a right or wrong method of
interpretation of the problem discussed. It presents a
suLimary of the indications of the study. To do otherwise
would be to present a proposal equally challengeable by
opponents and proponents of change.
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Chapter I
DEPRECIATION AS A FROxjLiiM OP I-.TANAGhU'IENT
Depreciation, as applied to fixed property, is the
term used to
describe broadly the cost or expense due
to all the factors v^hich cause the ulti-
mate retirement of property insofar as
cost is not included in current mainte-
nance. (1)
This definition of depreciation includes obsolescence, for
not onl 77 the passage of time and the v^earing of an asset
through its use, but also such factors as progress in arts
and sciences and changes in economic conditions, from which
factors obsolescence results, are contrioutors to the need
for eventual retirement of property. Depreciation in its
narrowest interpretation describes solely/ that expense v/hich
arises through the use of property and the wear brought about
by the passage of time. Obsolescence, however, cannot be
separated from depreciation for the two operate jointly. (2)
It is basic knowledge that the life of machines
and plan vary widely and that the value of each investment
in the instriments of production must oe recovered by the
business enterprise during such a period of time as may be
determined or considered or guessed to oe representative of
1. George 0. May, Financial Accounting
, 19^3 ^ P» ll8
.
2. Arthi’r S. Dewing, The Financial Policy of Corpora -
tions
,
Ipth edition, Volijime 1, bo'9
.
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the life of the particular asset, (1) However, the period
of so-called life does not necessarily serve as the criterion
of the value of the particular asset nor is this life synon-
omous with the period of ’’useful existence” oi the asset.
The truth of these statements is borne out by illustration.
Any asset at the time of acquisition does have affixed to
it a certain cost and if it be depreciable property, calcu-
lations will be entered into which represent the attempt to
measure the expense attributable to the use of the asset
during a particular period of time. In determining this
expense for allocation to an accounting period it is neces-
sary that some estimate of life be set up for the asset in
order that the total cost may be divided and apportioned to
respective accounting periods. This estimate of life may be
termed ’’useful life” in v/hich case it represents that length
of time during which it is guessed that the asset will be
operable and suitable for the purpose for which it was ac-
quired.
Assuming that a useful life had been determined and
that a portion of this life had passed, there is the possi-
bility that innovation will necessitate the procurement of a
new and different asset to replace the old in order that the
enterprise continue on a sound competitive basis. This
occurence might well come about prior to the termination of
1. "The Case for Accelerated Depreciation”, American
Machinist
,
April 25^ p. 111:8.
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the original life estimate of the property. The original
asset might yet be quite capable of producing; could yet
have life in terms of operation but its useful existence
will have terminated because of the cessation of its life
as a competitive instrument of production. Herein, do we
witness the discrepency between "life”, on the one hand,
and "useful life" on the other. Hven as the old asset was
being depreciated during the time prior to its replacement,
the enterprise was accumulating error in its recording of
depreciation expense. This situation arose because it
eventually was proven that the life estimate originally
assumed did not prove to be the criterion upon which any
measurement of resultant asset value could be cased at any
particular point of time once the use of the asset had com-
menced. Certainly at that time when the original property
was rendered obsolete, its value could not be said to be
that amount which was represented by the relationship of its
unexpired life and original cost.
There are considerations which contribute further
to the complexity of the situation wherein industry attempts
to affix a life span to depreciable property. In terms of
recording for its own use as against the recording of busi-
ness procedure for tax purposes, we have industry in a posi-
tion of serving two masters. On preparing statements of
cost which it needs and considers representative of its own
situation, industry will enter into the deterraination of
I/srl^lno ««if? eri;J 'to lanl^^o oriii
a
tluoti ^^fff>c^•J<? *^o airuaqac 'dSLur ©«f ^f»x loeao
aon»cf«ix© roliM-ir go *Jo nl o'Jl’I' ©V3£f.
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o'icl ftO 1 lo noXtfuaa©? or<(J to ©Rifcodcf
o6 •fjctftu^o'rq "to iJne^auitenl t>v © »*.;
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its depreciation expenses in accordance v/ith its ovm esti-
mates of life and expectancy from physical property. Ho?/-
ever, in recording depreciation expense for tax purposes,
Governmental schedules of depreciation rates must enter into
consideration. (1) Government schedules of depreciation
rates which were originally set up as guides for revenue
agents and industry have now been accepted as mandates rather
than suggestions. The fact that industry in many cases
attempts to exceed the depreciation rates as suggested by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue virould seem to be evidence of
the need for revision or specific application in the determi-
nation of depreciation rates.
Y/ithin industry there is evidence of recognition
that liberal interpretation of depreciation is necessary. (2)
Like assets are in many cases applied to varying uses and
treatment and thus are subject to varying degrees of loss in
value. The discretion which should be exercised in the deter-
mination of depreciation rates, measurement of value, life
expectancy, replacement provisions and other associated prob-
lems should be a matter of concern of the part of industry
and also on the part of the taxing agencies.
In recognition of the obsolescence of property, it
becomes evident that asset value may diminish quite out of
1. Bulletin P, Schedule of Depreciation Rates, Bureau
of Internal Revenue.
2. "Depreciation of Office Furniture and Fixtures",
American Business
,
March 194-8 •
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proportion to their depreciated value which was originally
estimated would pertain to the asset during any particular
moment of its operational existence, iiVen if, at the time
of acquisition of the property, provision for depreciation
which included the consideration of obsolescence had been
set up by management, there is still the possibility that
circumstances do not come about as anticipated; the
obsolescence occurs at a time prior to anticipation. The
loss in value might be less where some recognition of
obsolescence had been entered into at the time of acquiring
the asset than in the case v/here there had been no considera-
tion of obsolescence. In either event, there may exist a
situation wherein the value of the asset has diminished to
a greater degree than originally estimated.
To some extent, the problems of obsolescence are
no different than those associated with wear and tear.
Where obsolescence can oe foreseen accurately, where it is
known that certain technical improvement or Innovation vi/ill
occur, or where it is known that the demand for the product
is a temporary one, each entrpreneur v/ho possessed assets
v/hich would be affected would find it necessary to depreci-
ate the assets at a higher rate. Compensation for the
reduced life of the asset would take the form of an increase
in the price of the product v/hich increase in price v/ould
be sufficient to afford a return for the increased capital
costs per unit of production.
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Vvhen obsolescence cannot be so clearly foreseen
the effects on price are more obscure. Oosolescence as
interpreted herein is not considered solely in its usage
as it pertains to the loss of asset value because of techno-
logical Improvement or development. Obsolescence is also
meant to be considered in the sense of relative loss of
asset value because of the increased expenditure v/hich may
be necessitated in order to accomplish equivalent replace-
ment of the asset.
Physical or technical obsolescence serves as a
detriment to Industry in many cases because it does not per-
mit the most efficient competitive production, nor, if
Inaccurately foreseen, does it allow for accumulation of
"disinvested" capital. (1)
Price, or value, obsolescence, in the interpre-
tation used here, may likev/ise not serve in the best interest
of industry, for in such a situation as value obsolescence it
becomes necessary for management to seek the means of asset
replacement from earnings. Table I may be used as an illus-
tration of the point. (oee next page.) It is assumed that
at the date of purchase, machine "A" cost '^5>000 and that
1. R. P. Fov/ler, in his Dook, Depreciation of Capital
,
makes the following statement: "The allocation of depreci-
ation charges is essentially a problem of the accumulation
of "disinvested” capital. In order to maintain capital in
tact, the price of the product must m the lonr- run be suf-
ficiently high to provide the sums of money required for
renewals. Capital is siunk in machines and equipment, and is
gradually "disinvested" or recovered over a period."
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at the time of acquisition a life of five years and no scrap
value v/ere set up as the factors to be used in the deter-
mination of the depreciation rate for the machine (straight
line basis )
.
Value of asset
at year ’ s end
Depreciation
charge -yearly
Net profits
yearly
1. ^ 000 1,000 1,000
2. 3,000 1,000 1,200
3. 2,000 1,000 1,500
1,000 1,000 2,500
5. -0- 1,000 2,800
5,000 9,000
Cost of equivalent asset replacement 15,000
Funds provided through depreciation 5,000
Additional funds required 10,000
TAiiLE I
It is also assumed that during the course of the
five years during which the asset is v/ritten off there is a
change in the value of the dollar. At the time of disposal
of the original asset, three dollars are needed in order to
purchase the equivalent of v/hat one dollar v/ould buy five
years ago.
The five year aggregate earnings of ;^9,000 repre-
sented that sum upon which the Dusiness has been taxed. It
is termed the "net profit" and represents the excess of
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revenue over cost of doing business. It further represents
the source of dividends for stockholders. Herein lie the
focal points of conflict. Management claims that the
is not a true reflection of net income, for the asset cost
which should be considered prior to arriving at net income
should be the "current cost" of replacement rather than the
"original cost". Since depreciation procedure in this case
has "provided" only )5>000 of the .|l5j000 which it is neces-
sary to have in order to replace the asset with an equivalent
piece of property, the rem^aining ..pl0,000 must oe secured from
past earnings, sale of securities, or by means of financing.
The importance of capital recovery is found in the
principle that no income exists until proper provision has
been made to keep invested capital Intact. (1) Therefore,
within the logic of this thought, the i,p9>000 is not represen-
tative of the profits of the five year period. Vifhat has
happened to the original capital? Has it been maintained,
increased, or decreased? V/lthin such questioning is the
foundation for the oft-repeated statement of the existence
of a "tax upon capital". It is from such a source that there
arises the statement that earnings are performing the task of
equivalent replacement and thus are not being utilized in
the manner for v/hlch they are Intended. That manner is one
1. Pilson W. Kelly, "The Recovery of Capital", The New
York Certified Public Accountant
,
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of growth, not simply equivalent replacement. In clarifi-
cation of this statement, we do accept as standard procedure
the depreciation charge made to operating expenses by the
industrial firm. Depreciation we recognize as being an
inevitable and actually indeterminable exhaustion of the
useful life of the instruments of production and distribu-
tion. V^e consider depreciation charges as a means of
recovering the costs of these assets used in the industrial
process. It is not to be disputed that such recovery of
cost is necessary in order that plant and equipment may be
replaced and that industry may be maintained in the interest
of the economy.
If we may eliminate the need of that portion of
profits which we term as interest, returns, rev\fard for risk,
or dividends, then it would follow that in a period of stable
costs and identical replacement of assets there would be no
need for profits. With identical replacement and stable
costs, it v/ould cost us just as many dollars to replace the
depreciated asset as had been spent at the time the asset
being replaced was acquired. The nev/ asset would be iden-
tical to that being replaced thereby indicating that tech-
nical improvement had not occurred or v/as not necessary.
Since we are eliminating certain elements of profit as
listed aoove, v/hat need is there for profit? Our depreci-
ation procedure has supplied us with funds which enable us
to replace our equipment and carry on our enterprise. The
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situation, however, is one v/herein the enterprise is main-
taining the status quo. Since our economy does not function
on this basis; since identical replacement suggests a main-
tenance of status, a system devoid of grov/th, a stationary
economy, it becom.es evident that there is a need for profit
in industry. There must exist the provision for growth,
replacement on a higher level and the added investment in
facilities. It is through such growth that the economy has
prospered.
The provision for grov/th is one element of profit
which is affected during periods when prices are inflated.
It is affected because of the fact that expenses of operating
the enterprise are based upon asset values which represent
costs incurred during periods of lower prices. Since the
expense elements are therefore based on obsolete costs,
there is an Inadequate charge to operations in the form of
depreciation expenses during the period of inflated prices.
As a result of this it follows that the profits of the enter-
prise are overstated in terms of current costs.
There exists a point of view which insists that
earnings be reported on the realistic cost basis. (1) This
view states such amounts as management may think necessary
to provide for higher replacement costs should be retained
1. /imerican Institute of Accoiantants
,
Committee on
Accounting Procedure, Accounting Research Bulletin NumDer 33.
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from earnings either by maintaining surplus after dividends
or by the creation of surplus reserves.
The current statement of industry is that replace-
ment costs represent the crux of the depreciation problem in
the present day of inflated prices. It does not seem logical
that such a statement, without clarification, is a complete
presentation. If the term "replacement" refers to identical
replacexuent it becomes evident that such a procedure adds
no advantage to the industrial scheme. The extent to which
this statement on the part of industry is not indicative of
the identical replacement but is instead representative of higher
replacement is a matter quite worthy of consideration. (1)
If industry challenges the adequacy of accepted
depreciation theories on the grounds that these procedures
do not allow for the maintenance of production facilities by
means of replacement, we have, in effect, a statement by
industry that capital dissipation is occurring. If, however,
industry is referring not to maintenance of production facili-
ties, but rather to the replacement of these facilities on
a higher level, we have certainly a different situation. It
is quite certain that in the process of replacing worn out
or obsolete equipment, industry will seek as the replacement
that property which will afford the plant a measure of advance-
ment and also afford the plant anticipation of the most
1. Maurice Moonitz, "Adaption Price-Level Changes",
Accounting Reviev/
,
Volume XXIII, Number 2, April l^l\B
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favorable return on the investment being made. In any field
v/here competition sets the pace, it is quite necessa.ry that
an Investment on the part of industry be placed in that
instrument of production or distribution which will afford
the industry the opportunity to maintain its competitive
level. Since our technology has operated in a manner which
has constantly afforded industry with better instruments of
production, it is, in reality, the rare case v/herein the
property which is required as a replacement does not exceed
the unit replaced in terms of economic advantages.
If the problem of depreciation as stated by indus-
try is recognized as being legitimate, the overall situation
is further aggravated by the fact that profits may neither
allow for growth nor may they allow for maintenance of inves-
ted capital. If this situation is to be taken as factual
there is the indication of a situation in which there exists
the potential of a reduction of productive capacity.
Current corporate profits include dollars that are
in reality but a recovery of costs if current replacement
values are to be considered as the oases for depreciation
charges. In that respect it is stated that profits are not
truly represented. However, income taxes are being levied
upon such profits and if validity exists in previous reasoning,
these taxes become, in the opinion of many, taxes upon capital
rather than taxes upon profits.
If the situation in existence is to be considered
as a continuing situation it will be increasingly difficult
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for business to obtain the funds necessary for replacing of
existing facilities as these replacements become necessary,
to say nothing aoout the problem of additional investment
in expanded or nev/ fields of enterprise.
Because it is recognized that the situation can-
not at this time be accurately defined as a continuing
situation, the Government’s position is one which recog-
nizes that there will be an equalization of the overall
problem in the due course of the long run. Prom Govern-
mental viewpoint or from any viewpoint this consideration
may or may not be acceptable. (1) Prom the disturbed
viewpoint of industry there is not the calm outlook of long-
run equalization, for Industry is concerned with the present
as well as the future.
Industry finds itself in a position v/hlch demands
apology for v/hat are seemingly high profits. Businessmen
are disturbed by the fact that prices and profits are high
in comparison with capital investments which were made
during periods of lower price levels. Because of this,
business is attacked with demands for higher wages, higher
taxes, lower prices, and the demand from their enterprise
to replace and renew their plants.
There are policies and problems which are created
1. \J
.
A. Paton, "Depreciation and the Price Level",
The Accounting Review, Volume XXIII, Number V, April 19lj-B,
p. 119.
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dally within industry. There are sol 'tlons to problems which
must be met in terms of the present, the immediate future,
and the distant future.
The problem of present inflated prices in relation
to asset replacement is both an immediate and long term
problem. As such, the problem is in need of continuing
attention. It is the stated desire on the part of industry
to have a continuing solution to the problem.
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Chapter II
VARIOUS ASP5CTS OF THE PROBLEM
A. Corporate Cost of Livin.^
The corporation, an individual before the law, is
seldom if ever recognized as such nor considered on the same
economical plane as the individual.
In September 194-7 » the weekly pay before Federal
tax deduction of the average worker in the average American
manufacturing plant amounted to This amount repre-
sented more than tv/ice the amount of dollars that the Ameri-
can factory employee had received as a v;eekly wage since
1939 * (1) individual confronted with the statement of
this fact is quick to remark that wages have certainly gone
up but prices and living costs have done likewise. However,
when it comes to applying the same reasoning to the accep-
tance of figures on industrial earnings, there is frequently
no recognition that the dollar statistics which apply to
wage comparisons are also applicable to industrial earnings.
It is quite reasonable to state that industry has a cost of
living problem of its ovm.
benjamin F. Fairless, President of the U. S. Steel
Corporation, in a statement before the Joint Congressional
1. Edv/ard H. Collins, "Profits: A Matter of Dollars
and Sense", Steelv/ays Magazine
,
March 194-^.
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Coramittee on the Economic Report on March of 19^8 offered
some insight into the cost of living problems v/hich the
steel industry has been confronted v;ith over the past few
years ,
One of the most serious problems we face
is the wearing out of our machinery and
equipment and the necessity of replacing
these facilities at constantly mounting
costs
.
A large electric motor which cost 177^000
dollars in 194^ now costs 265^500 dolla.rs,
A standard mill crane of 20 tons capacity
cost 39,000 dollars in 19 ^4-0 * Nov/ it costs
80,000 dollars.
In 19liC>j a new blast furnace cost 3i' mil-
lion dollars. The other day v/e received a
bid of 7 million dollars for the same type
of furnace, constructed from^ the same plans,
in the same locatiox..
Charges of high industrial profits of current years
must of ;necessity be considered in a new light if these pro-
fits v/ere to be adjusted in terms of the purchasing pov/er of
current dollars. The problem of purchasing power is equally
adaptable to the corporation as it is to the individual. It
is distortion and unreasonable practice to compare without
qualification the dollar units of one period of economic time
v/ith the dollar units of some other period. Without the use
of. some tool to reduce these dollar units to some basic mea-
surement, there exists no real validity in the bare statem.ent
of the units involved. Just as the worker evaluates his
v/ages in terms of the goods and services his wages will com-
mand so must corporate income be considered.
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From newspaper headlines one might conclude that
profits were out of line, the the "gravy train" v/as being
ridden for all its v/orth. An analysis of corporate income
figures should dispel some of the prevalent ideas or miscon-
ceptions concerning the level of corporate income or at
least allow for a more reasonable insight of the matter of
corporate profits.
Figure I on page 26 depicts corporate profits
after taxes as a percentage of total corporate product. It
is evident that the year I9I4-6 is exceeded by tliree of five
previously selected years, namely, 1929 > 194^.
The average for the first two quarters of 194-7> l6.3^^ ex-
ceeds every other year except 1929
.
Profits are stated in terms of percentages of the
total corporate income for each year in order that these pro-
fits may be placed on a comparable basis. There are many
v/ho v/ill argue that the profit relationship should be stated
in terms of a percentage return on owners’ equity. That this
method of profit evaluation is definitely preferred by many
is ample justification of a simple exploration of the concept.
If in 1935 an owner's equity took the form of an investment
in a capital asset and the investment was to the extent of
ten thousand dollars, a fair rate or return may be arbitra-
rily set at six per cent per annum of equity. On this basis
the net profit desired should amo^ont to sex hundred dollars
during the first year. If this asset is capable of producing
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one hundred units during the year each unit should then pro-
vide six dollars return in order that the "fair" return be
realized. During the years following acquisition of the
asset the purchasing pov/er of the dollar has varied and at
the present time v/e can assume that an acceptable measure
of purchasing pov;er indicates to us that the value of the
dollar stands at fifty per cent of its 1935 value.
The purchasing power of the dollar has diminished.
It takes more dollars to purchase a given quantity of material,
to pay a worker’s wages, to pay operating and semi-fixed ex-
penses of the enterprise, to meet any and all of the current
charges incurred by the business. If it is further assumed
that the original asset is still in use and still capable of
producing one hundred units per year, does it appear logical
that under conditions of decreased purchasing power a return
of six per cent on the depreciated value of the asset may yet
be considered as a "fair" return? Evidently not, for under
the conditions assumed a six per cent return at the later
date would provide in physical terms the equivalent of a three
per cent return on investment. Returns to ovmers in the form
of dividends, capital requirements for expansion and current
dollar needs could each be affected adversely.
Regardless of the extent to v/hich the profit of one
year surpasses in terras of dollars or falls short of another
year in terms of dollars, we have no more a reflection of the
real income of business that the 100 per cent rise in dollar
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wages since 1939 represents a gain of 100 per cent in real
v/ages. The reason is precisely the same. The dollar figures
make no allowance for the increased corporate cost of living,
B, Fictitious Elements in Corporate Profits
1 . Inventory Profit
Department of Commerce studies in the field of natio-
nal income have provided us with fairly accurate measurements
of the effect of rising prices upon corporate profits. Fig-
ures have been compiled through the year 1929 in the effort
to determine how much of reported corporate profits repre-
sents a mark-up in the unit value of corporate inventories.
The department records reveal that in 19^7 the "inventory ad-
justment" amounted to billion or 38/0 of profits after
taxes. That is to say that instead of 12.5 billion dollars,
corporate earnings were truly about 7.8 billion dollars in
1947. The "inventory adjustment" represents the amount by
which the change in book value of the inventories exceeded
the change in volume of inventories valued a t average prices
during the period. It represents the rise in the cost of re-
placing inventories. The allocation of higher unit costs to
replacement of Inventories causes profits to be overstated.
Figure I, in its lower curve, presents the results
once this Inventory profit element is removed from the state-
ment of corporate profits. It ia one of the delineations
which must be made before any realistic appraisal of corporate
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profits can be had,
2 . Depreciation Profit
A second equally important problem of corporations
v;hich has stemmed from wartime and post-war price increases
is the problem of replacing fixed assets; that is, plant and
equipment
.
In the year 194-7 ^ the total net income of all cor-
porations in the United States was reported to be about 17.5
billion dollars after provision for income taxes. Of this
amount, however, at least billion v/as inventory value pro-
fit and approximately ^2 billion arose from the conversion
of low cost fixed assets by way of depreciation based on ori-
ginal costs in a period of substantially higher costs. (1)
The ^p2 billion profit from depreciation may seem
)
much the less significant than the $5 billion price profit
in inventories. Hov/ever, the price profit or losses in in-
ventories represent a problem only in the period of price
change or in the period immediately thereafter v/hereas any
change whatsoever in the price of a depreciable fixed asset
affects the accuracy of depreciation charges on t he asset for
as long a period of time as there remains in use any substan-
tial quantity of the fixed asset bought before the price
change
.
%
1. Viflllard J. Graham, "The Effect of Changing Price
Levels upon the Determination, Reporting, and Interpretation
of Income", The Accounting Review
,
Volume XXIV, Number 1,
January 194-9 » p. 17.
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3 • f^eplacement Costs
According to the reports of American corporations,
profits in 191^-8 were running roughly 3*17 times , Cor-
porate sales in were running roughly about 2.6 times
194-0* It v/ould seem, therefore, that profits as reported by
business organizations have risen somewhat faster than sales
since -Actual profits, after accounting for inventory
and depreciation adjustments for the year 194-8 were running
roughly 2.4- times 194-8 profits during the first half of the
year and it was anticipated that they v/ould run about 2.5
times 194-8 the year or about ^l6 billion in comparison
v/ith ^6.3 billion for 194-8* Hence, actual profits have
risen almost at the same rate as corporate sales since 19^-8.
(l) .
.
The extent to v/hich reported corporate profits may
be distorted by the inclusion of increased costs of replacing
plant and equipment as a part of profits is difficult to mea-
sure accurately. There exists no doubt that the costs of
replacing plant and equipment have risen substantially. Eow-
ever, in the attempt to determine an exact dollar measurement
which could be applied to the situation, we are first of all
confronted with the lack. of detailed information of replace-
ment costs during the several years past and, secondly, the
1. Testimony of Professor Slichter before Joint Com-
mittee on the -uiconomic Report of the President, Washington,
D. C., December 6, 194-8*
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difficulty of determining a replacement value for plant and
equipment v/hich is presently in use but which is not due for
replacement for a number of years hence.
Efficient management in recognition of current re-
placement costs and the inadequacy of depreciation charges
based on acquisition costs v/hich were incurred during periods
of lower price levels seeks means of compensating for the
situation. Although no procedure equally acceptable to both
management and fiscal agents has been developed, prudent and
cautious managers dependent upon their survey of the situ-
ation are making provisions as they see fit. These pro-
visions may take the form of restricted distribution of
earnings via the earmarking of otherwise distributable funds
as reserves for expansion or replacement of assets. Since
many stockholders because of lack of understanding or because
of their ovm conceived notions of the problem of depreciation
would look v/ith disfavor upon the disclosed restriction of
surplus which would otherwise be available for distribution
as dividends, management has in effect accomplished the de-
sired results of restriction of dividends by means of addi-
tional provision for depreciation expense in its income
statement. (1) These expenses unless specifically investi-
gated are seldom questioned by the individual whereas indicated
1. Fortune Magazine
,
in its article entitled "Depreci-
ation Dilemma"
,
January 19^9 > makes reference to the possi-
bility of these situations under the apt heading of "Vvho's
Pooling iiVho?"
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restriction of surplus could possibly meet with recognition
and questioning.
As indicated in Chapter IV, the United States Steel
Corporation during the years 194-7 and 194-^ made provision in
its statements of Income for additional depreciation. In the
Corporation’ s annual reports there is the attempt to explain
these added provisions and it would seem that there is also
the attempt to forestall queries with the explanation or de-
fense being offered by the Corporation that the increased
provision for depreciation is in reality inadequate. (1)
C. Issues Confronting Mana clement
Certain basic issues confront managements as they
seek to formulate a sound approach for individual companies,
Warnings are being reported at an all time high; management
has been backed into the corner and is being pressed for an
explanation of these earnings. There exists even the atti-
tude of defense and apology in the explanation of the income
position of the corporation.
If corporate earnings are a gauge of the efficiency
of management then credit is due management to the extent
that the earnings indicate efficiency. Earnings are neces-
sary as a revltalizer in Industry. However, corporate earn-
ings may be viev/ed as non-indicators of corporate efficiency
because of the Inlierently questionable elements in the light
1
. Annual Report, U. S. Steel Corporation, 194-^> P» 4-
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of present day conditions. These earnings to the extent
that they include inventory and depreciation profits as dis-
cussed above and are not considered in the light of a dollar
of less value are termed inaccurate presentations of cor-
porate position.
1 . Plant Replacement
In 191^7 > capital expenditures amounted to .316 bil-
lion (2-|- times the normal previfar rate of ^6.6 billion). (1)
This replacement does not measure physical replacement as it
would occur v/ere there in existence a more normal cost struc-
ture. There exists a desire to postpone expenditures until
materials and manpower are in better balance v/ith demand.
Many companies are providing for only urgent plant replace-
ments and expansion in order to take care of essential consu-
mer requirements here and abroad. (2) These requirements
cannot be too long delayed without inevitable political and
economic repercussions.
The accusing finger points chiefly in the direction
of construction costs (see Figure IV, page 3-s the main
reason for the present unprecedented capital expenditures.
Industry foresees no favorable outlook for any major decline
and bases this unfavorable picture on the factors of v/age
1. W. H. Garbade, ’’Current Replacement Costs and Cor-
porate Earnings”, Commercial and Financial Chronicle
,
167:202,
January I3 , 1946.
2. ’’Depreciation: To Change or Not?” U. S. News and
..'orld lieport
,
November 12, 1948> P. ^1-5.
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rate advances and the artificial restrictions against techno-
logical improvements in the construction industry.
2 . Financin': the Enterprise
If, as is anticipated in many quarters, no sudden
drop in price structure but rather a prolonged duration of
the present high plateau of price levels and low value of
the dollar persist, it v/ould appear inevitable that capital
expenditure which is presently being forestalled must be made.
This may lead to or serve as the cause of certain actions or
reactions. In order to provide for and pay for capital expen-
ditures management must utilize past earnings and/or else seek
nev; funds from outside sources. In the process of retaining
earnings as provision for replacement and renewal at current
high costs, there may be necessitated an inroad into poten-
tial dividend funds. Such restriction may place the corporate
stock at a relative disadvantage in that the corporation may
not be able to maintain a dividend rate commensurate with its
past record of performance. Vy'ith the potential of a decreased
rate of dividend returns the securing of additional funds via
stock sales becomes a less likely source. There yet exists
the possibility of securing funds via long term committments
on the part of the cornoration. This, too, poses a capital
problem for the corporation, for the fixed costs of financing
may well become excessive burden upon the corporation in the
event that there is a recession or abrupt return of prices to
a lov/er level.
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Management is reluctant to propose nev/ issues of
common stock at today’s price levels in the face of lukewarm
demand for such issues. The borrowing of capital is a less
attractive alternative although the market for bonds is bet-
ter than that for common stocks at the present time. This
market advantage, however, declines in importance as the
interest rates rise.
On page 36 , Figure V presents a record of domestic
corporate security issues for nev/ capital and refunding pur-
poses during the period I929 through 194?. It is markedly
noticeable that the bulk of corporate financing during the
later years has taken the form of bond and note issues. This
is an interesting fact from the viewpoint that if charges of
excessive profits are legitimate it v/ould seem somewhat logi-
cal that the securities of the "glutton" corporations would
be desirable investments in the light of potential dividend
returns. That this fact is not borne out is indicated by
the extent to which current financing has involved the float-
ing of bond issues and the use of notes. The corporations
are unable to secure s tockliolders ' capital to any great degree
during the current period. The extent that the sale of cor-
porate securities represents a source of nev/ capital for indus-
try is declining. (1) There is a greater need for corporations
1. Testimony of Professor Slichter before Joint Committee
on the Economic Report of the President, Washington, D. C.
,
December 6
,
19i|-8j P» 10.
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to depend upon and use accumulated earnings in their replace-
ment programs because of the reluctance of individuals to
purchase stock and the less desirable means of financing
through bonds and notes. In the face of added replacement
and expansion costs the corporation must continue to rely
heavily upon its earnings as a source of funds until in some
manner it is able to secure stockholder equity capital in
preference to borrov/ing.
3 • Tax Relief
For taxation purposes the depreciation deduction
which is taken oy the business enterprise is subject to the
regulation and interpretation of the statutes of the Bureau
of Internal Revenue. The regulations stipulate that the
capital sum to be replaced should be charged off over the
useful life of the property either in equal annual install-
ments or in accordance with any other trade practice. ( 1 )
V'jhatever the plan adopted by the enterprise for the measure-
ment of the depreciation expense it is necessary that this
plan or method of apportionment adopted be reasonable. The
tax regulation states: ’’The burden of proof will rest upon
the taxpayer to sustain the deduction claimed." ( 2 )
Businessmen have naturally attacked tax regulations
1. Other trade practices may be defined as "units of
production", "machine hours", etc.
2. Regulations 77 and Article 20^ and Regulations
69 ? 65 , and 62 , Article l65, as amended oy Treasury Decision
Ili|.22, February 28, 193^«
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concerning depreciation procedures. The problem of the high
cost of replacing plant and equipment is aggravated further
Dy the Treasury' s reluctance to change tax laws so as to
allov/ for some compensation to business during this time of
expansion for the high costs of new plant and equipment.
Business v;ould seek the allowance of faster depreciation of
assets or a tax law change that would permit depreciation on
the basis of current costs.
The present tax laws are forcing business to retain
a larger share of earnings in order to provide for replace-
ment. The difficulty is that business gets no tax credit on
that part of the earnings v/hich it must retain.
A plant acquired for -320,000 and depreciable over
a ten year period will have theoretically "provided" 320,000
to accomplish replacement at the end of the ten year period.
If prices of capital equipment and ouilding materials have
advanced, it may cost |j25 j 000 to replace the original invest-
ment. The extra -^5>000 needed to replace the used-up capital
had to come out of income upon v/hich the business had paid
an income tax. According to one view, that means that the
G-overnraent is taxing capital at income tax rates. (1)
The solution of the problem, according to some
business leaders, lies in changes in Government tax regula-
tions. It is suggested that the current cost of equipment,
1. "Depreciation: To Change or Not?", U
. S. News and
World Report
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instead of original cost, be iised as the basis for depreci-
ation. Under this plan, business v/ ould be allov/ed to deduct
as depreciation expense additional amounts v\rhich would repre-
sent the discrepancy between original and replacement costs.
These additional amounts v/ould not be taxed as income. A
second proposal is that the Government relax the rigidity of
its depreciation laws and allov/ firms to decide for them-
selves over how long a period of time they will spread out
the depreciation of assets. This plan, it is stated, would
encourage ousiness to replace equipment that becomes obso-
lete before it actually v/ears out. •
Objections are raised to these proposals. The
first suggestion, that of allowing replacement-cost depreci-
ation, v;ould cause a loss of Government revenues and oppo-
nents to the measure state that it would serve to reduce
business taxes during inflation, v/hen taxes should be high.
Objection is raised to the second proposal on the basis that
it might in time prove disasterous to some firms. If today
a company decided to take its extra tax deduction while tax
rates are high and thereoy depreciate its equipment in a few
years, it would during the later years have to pay heavier
taxes. This second proposal is also questioned because of
the recognition that any reluctance to scrap obsolescent
equipment because it still has an undepreciated balance is
more a theoretical than logical concept.
If replacement cost v/ere capable of determination
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and vifere allov;able for income tax purposes it is extremely
doubtful that it v/ould allow for any benefits to the cor-
poration in the form of a decreased levy of taxes. The
National Government in its needs for funds with which to
conduct activities of the country bases its schedule of tax-
ation upon anticipated national income. Any change in this
anticipated income which would arise through the acceptance
of replacement cost accounting for depreciation would serve
to fix a nev; base for national income determination and upon
the nev/ base would the tax schedule be set. The Government
has its own measurement of its needs in terms of dollar
funds and whether the levy upon corporations takes the form
of a tax rate based upon corporate income of one hundred bil-
lion or seventy billion dollars, the Government is still
desirous of obtaining a specific revenue.
It has oeen estimated that if present depreciation
allowances v/ere increased fifty per cent the Government
might lose ;;p700 to :^800 million of current revenues. (1)
In the long run, however, the actual loss to the Government
would be nothing as long as the tax rates v/ere maintained,
for the total amount of depreciation taken would not vary
v/hether it was taken in five or ten years.
The prospect is that the Treasury Department has no
1. "The Depreciation Dilemma", Fortune Magazine, Volume
XXXIX, Number 1, January 194-9
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Intention of adopting any changes in depreciation regulations
in the immediate future. It is no doubt anticipated that
increasing numbers of firms v/ill set aside special reserves
to cover the higher costs of replacement. (1) These amounts
will be taxable as income. Other firms v/ill simply put off
replacing old equipment until prices are lower. This proce-
dure is not particularly desirable in the event that the
efficiency of production suffers.
D. Duties of Management
The primary duty of management is that the capital
in its custody should be maintained. A value must be applied
to the assets which through application of a depreciation
rate v/ill provide available funds for the replacement of the
physical unit. The asset must first of all have a value as-
signed to it. Is this value to be the original cost of the
asset or the replacement cost of the asset? In order to pro-
vide for replacement of the physical unit it would appear evi-
dent that reproduction or replacement cost must be considered.
This consideration necessitates a forecasting of the replace-
ment cost at the time that the depreciation of the asset com-
mences in order that some base may be had upon v/hich the
1. The U. S. Steel Corporation, Chrysler, General Motors,
Du Pont, and Lioby-Owens-Ford Glass Company follow the proce-
dure of provision for added replacement costs by creating sur-
plus reserves from income. Chrysler and General Motors are
writing off the cost of their post-v/ar expansion at an accele-
rated rate on the premise that some of it ma;/ become economi-
cally obsolescent when the automotive boom subsides.
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depreciation expense can be calculated. Neglecting the prob-
lem of determining a replacement value, what is to be done
in the case of an aeset that is not to be replaced? Is the
depreciation of such an asset to be based upon its cost? Is
the depreciation to be based upon what its replacement cost
will be?
Those who support the theory of the use of replace-
ment cost as a base for the determination of depreciation
charges argue that depreciation must provide for replacement
cost if the product price is to be correctly determined.
This does not mean that current prices should bear a share of
the higher replacement costs of the assets which are to be
acquired at a later date. This does not mean that today's
purchasers should supply the capital necessary to furnish
goods for future consumers. (1) Prices are not determined
solely by costs unless the firm is in a monopolistic position.
The price of a good in the competitive market is determined
by the laws of supply and demand. The extent to v/hlch the
producer covers costs is dependent upon the demand for his
product and the margin of profit with which he is rewarded is
dependent not only upon the price expression of demand but
1. .j. Bayard Taylor, Financial Policies of Business
Bnterorise
,
” current prices, at which goods are in-
voiced to purchasers, should bear this share of the higher
costs of the assets acquired later; present day consumers
should supply the aaditional capital required to supply goods
for future consumers. recognize the fallacy in this
argument .
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also upon the degree of efficiency in production which he
has attained and the effect of this increased efficiency in
creating a greater spread between cost and sales price. The
fact that in computation of costs the manager may have had a
greater allocation to depreciation expense because he based
his depreciation rate upon an increased replacement cost is
no guarantee that he v;ill receive a greater return for his
product than the producer who based depreciation cost on a
lower original cost. In this manner do we v/ish to shov/ the
fallacy in the argument that present consumers supply capi-
tal for future consumers.
Professor vV. Bayard Taylor in his book on the
Financial Policies of Business Enterprise states that
a future generation of consumers
cannot be subsidized by a present genera-
tion of consumers; neither private econo-
mics nor social justice could be Induced
to condone such a practicv,.
It would appear that virtually all expenditures today are
provisions for tomorrov/. .whether we purchase a television
set today at relatively high cost, or whether the Govern-
ment spends tax money upon conservation projects or creation
of dams, or v/hether the father of a family Invests money
today to provide security for his family tomorrow, v/e have
in each case a presentation of the present purchaser sub-
sidizing a future consumer. Our purchase of a television
set today fosters the grov/th of the industry and this pro-
vides the prospect of more value for money for the future
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purchases. Conservation efforts v/111 provide natural re-
sources for the use of future consumers. Dams will provide
nev/ usable land, and power to operate Industry or li^t
homes for the benefit of present and future consumers.
V/hether the consumer is future in terms of the immediate or
in terms of the distant does not destroy the value of the
statement
.
Replacement cost procedure of depreciation is not
an attempt to tax the present purchaser, for the tax must
take its form in the fashion of a price for a given good and
is not the result of arbitrary decision on the part of the
producer. Replacem.ent cost procedure is more to be desired
as a function of management in the control of the financial
affairs of the organization. It is desired that it be recog-
nized as a legitimate cost of business: a cost which should
not be considered as profits. The issue confronting manage-
ment is not only that of gaining recognition of the principle
of replacement cost but the even more difficult problem of
ascertaining replacement cost.
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Chapter III
GURIhSKT AND SUGGESTED PRACTICES FOR THE RECORDING
Ox^ DEPRECIATION
The decline in the value of the dollar is the cause
of serious impairment of the capital of ousiness. This im-
pairment is obvious and easily recognized for its effects in
causing price increases, wage increases and for its inroads
into the working capital funds of business. It is less lia-
ble to be recognized for its effects in causing overstatement
of earnings, and unwise pricing and dividend policies.
In our concern v/ith the depreciation policies and
activity as they are deterr^inati '/es in the statement of in-
comes during a period of inflated prices v;e have heretofore
conducted a superficial investigation of several aspects of
the situation. Our Investigation will find more completeness
in the discussion of the proposed methods of dealing with the
establishment of depreciation charges v/hich will serve to
give recognition to the variance between historical costs and
replacement costs of fixed assets and allov/ for a more defini-
tive determination of income,
A. Accepted Practice
A survey of depreciation policies in use by the
business firms of this country would v/ithout doubt indicate
that the most popular method of determining the depreciation
1 »
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charge pertaining to an asset or group of assets is the so
called "Straight-line" oasis of determining depreciation. (1)
This method involves the classification of assets
into such as "buildings", "machinery" and "equipment" groups.
A rate is then determined for the particular classification
of asset. This rate may be one such as is recomraended by the
bureau of Internal Revenue in Bulletin P or it may be one
which has oeen determined on the basis of past experience with
the particular type of asset. It is the purpose of this rate
to serve as an indicator of the useful life of the asset to
which it pertains. As such, the rate is applied to the depre-
ciation case in order to determine a depreciation charge
until such date as retirement of the asset takes place. This
depreciation base represents the cost of the asset at the time
of its acquisition or the appraised value of the asset virhich
value has been instituted in a recognized manner. V/hen the
maintenance of historic cost of assets produces financial
statements susceptible to misinterpretation, quasi-reorgani-
zation is a device v/hlch may be utilized. This m.ethod has
been traditionally applied during periods of business de-
pression. In the depression situation the recorded amounts
v/ere written down in an attempt to restore current reality.
The suggestion that the quasi-reorganization device may
1. Eric L. Kohler, "Depreciation and the Price Level",
The Accounting Review
,
Volume XXIII, Number 2, April 19^8
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p. 132.
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appropriately be applied in reverse has the support of a
nurriDer of accounting authorities. (l) Through periodic
inspection of the assets, the purpose being to reestimate
the remaining useful life, there may oe instituted either
an increase or decrease in the depreciation rate,
B . Suggested Practices
By means of continued application of straight-
line depreciation during a period of years, the base values
of the assets are gradually charged off as expenses of
operations until that day v^hen the asset’s value is disposed
off. Such a method as this "straight-line" basis provides
constant rates of depreciation in a group of assets over
relatively long periods of time. It does not allow for con-
tinual reflection of varying price structures in the state-
ment of depreciation charges. It is in recognition of the
inadequacy of present methods of handling depreciation in a
manner which v/ill deal with the differences which exist
between monetary income and economic income that we have
suggested to us in this day the adoption of alternative
methods of determining depreciation expenses in order to
give recognition to the variances in the economic position
1, For example, George 0. May has v/ritten, "In the
case of downv/ard adjustments, the concept of quasi-reorgani-
zation has been developed, and it would seem desirable that
it should be applied, also, to recognition of increases in
value." Financial Accounting
, 194-3 > P»99»
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of the business man and others who are operating under the
conventional or monetary basis of cost amortization and
profit determination. The suggestions may be resolved into
three basic classifications.
1
.
Allocation of income in recognition of higher
replacement costs.
2 . More liberal interpretation of depreciation
allowances
.
3 . Application of a specific principle. The
Index Number method of determining the depreciation charge
of a given period.
1 . Allocation of Income
This procedure would call for one of two actions
on the part of management. In either case it presupposes a
continuance of the accepted manner of determining depreciation
expenses. In either case management could possibly accomplish
the desired results of creating correct puollc attitude to-
wards the income position of the enterprise and also Impart
the significance of increased prices as they influenced and
harried management in its program of asset acquisition and
replacement
.
The first method calls for the inclusion in perioclc
corporate reports of a careful statement of the limitations
of net income reported on the conventional oasis and the need
on the part of the organization to retain earnings in the
business in order to be adequately supplied with the funds
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necessary for current operations as well as the funds neces-
sary for long-term investment in plant and equipment needed
to replace as well as add to those physical assets which are
wearing out and continually passing from the role of useful
existence. (1) This procedure, although involving nothing
but a statement either as a footnote or a detailed section
of the corporate report, gives recognition to the problem
of the organization in the eyes of the public, investors and
stockholders. There is no earmarking of specific quantities
of dollars with any label indicative of the purpose of res trie
tion, for in the statement of the situation it is inferred
that the restriction of funds, or other specific measures have
been taken to compensate for the situation.
A second method is one v/hich goes a step further
in that it does involve the actual allocation of specific
sums of money as well as the statement of the nature of the
situation which necessitated the allocation. In actually
defining an amount in dollars and cents which has been restric
ted or segregated to compensate for increased costs there
does creep into the situation a feature which could allow for
greater discussion and dispute. The very fact that sizeable
I. Howard C. Greer, '‘Depreciation and the Price Level",
The Accounting Review
,
Volume XXIII, Nimber 5^ P» 131 • "The
correct solution of this problem lies in the education of
the public in the problems of business economics and the way
in which they are affected by fluctuations in money values.
This requires not a revision of accounting statements but a
thoroughgoing exposition of their significance as stated." .
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amounts of corporate income may be labeled "hands off" or
"unavailable for distribution as dividends" presents a fric-
tion point. Dependent upon the outsider’s concept of the
problem of replacement costs and the needs of the organi-
zation to secure replacement assets there can be created
varying degrees of aroused as well as confused feelings over
the amount of segregated income.
It seems logical to grant that for the most part
such income-restrictive actions as described in both cases
above v/ould be entered into in the desire to maintain capital
and operational efficiency of the enterprise. Regardless of
the amount of dollars involved under either procedure in
this attempt to maintain physical plant, the fact that the
action v/as prompted by a supposedly Intelligent application
of knowledge and knowhow is deemed a goodly measure of jus-
tification. .vithout the earmarking of specific funds as
described in the first case, there exists no toehold for
those who have their own evaluation of the situation which may
be in contradiction to the evidenced solution on the part of
the enterprise.
Neither approach, with or without disclosure of dol-
lar amounts is completely satisfactory, for there is no sci-
entific or completely defjinsible basis for the accumulation
of the amounts involved. In view, hov/ever, of no acceptable
solution to this particular problem, perhaps the procedure as
outlined above is to be considered as the most logical until
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such time as circumstances permit the use of some other de-
vice ,
2. More Liberal Interpretation of Depreciation Allowances
The second classification of methods of dealing
with the present problem of inflation as it affects depreci-
ation procedure is one which calls for relaxation in the
present-day system of determining a depreciation charge for
a particular period of time. In substance, the method v/ould
allov/ for individual application of depreciation rates v/hich
would be deterrained by each enterprise to suit its particular
purpose. These rates are termed liberal in the -sense that
they would allow for varying percentages of write-off of the
costs of assets in accordance with the economic conditions
of the times. The method is not one which specifically con-
siders a replacement cost of the asset involved but it does
create a means whereby the cost of acquisition of the par-
ticular asset is "recovered" via depreciation charges at
varying rates. The amount of these charges in any given
period of time will serve as a reflection of the condition
of the then current price levels. This method is based on
historic costs and as such does not give rise to opponents
of replacement cost procedure who find great support for
their stand in the fact that a present-day determination of
tomorrov/’s replacement cost is obscured by factors which are
incapable of determination until such time as replacement
actually does occur.
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This procedure is similar to the accepted method
of depreciation determination except as it involves the
determination of the rate of depreciation for each particu-
lar period involved. If an asset was acquired at a cost
of jplOjOOO and its service life was recognized as being 20
years, the ordinary straight-life basis of depreciation
might call for a 3500 depreciation charge in each of the 20
years of useful existence of the asset. A more liberal inter-
pretation of the depreciation rate would allow management to
set varying rates as it considered practical in view of the
price situation. This in effect amounts to what is called
the procedure of accelerated (or deccelerated) depreciation.
(1) If at the time of acquisition of the asset the cost was
inflated by price conditions, a depreciation rate of ten per
cent could be set for the first year and thus "provide” for
§1,000 of the asset’s cost during its first year of service.
If the price level v/ere maintained during the second year, a
similar provision for depreciation could be maintained. If
the price level were to decline, then a lesser rate would oe
applied in order to determine the depreciation charge. In
effect, the method does afford management the opportunity to
1. Accelerated depreciation is defined by Professor
Paul T. Norton of Virginia Polytechnic Institute as "The
process of writing off the Investment in an asset more rapid-
ly in the early years of its life than v/ould be the case if
straight-line depreciation with the rate based on the full
expected life." "Accelerated depreciation" also can be ap-
plied in another way. It can consist of v/rlting off a machine
by the straight-line method by shortening the "useful life".
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effect, the method does afford management the opportunity
to charge depreciation in amounts which reflect the eco-
nomic position of prices and thereby allows a statement of
income which is in a sense commensurate vi/ith the inflated
or normal or below normal price structure of the particular
period. By allowing for accelerated depreciation during a
part of tne asset life there remains a lesser amount of charge
which would have to be applied against the earnings of later
years v^hich years could conceivably witness a return to lower
price levels. These lesser charges would therefore allow for
proportional presentation of expenses and income figures as
they would be stated in dollar amounts. In no case would
there be written off to depreciation expense an amount greater
than the acquisition cost of the particular asset. It may
well occur that during the latter part of the asset life
there exists no further cost to write off because of the to-
tal cost having oeen already eliminated through this proce-
dure of accelerated charges. As usual there does always exist
a point of conflict in any of the m.ethods recommended in solu-
tion of the problem of depreciation versus inflated price
levels. In this case the question is raised as to who is to
determine whether a particular rate is justifiable or appli-
cable in a given situation? Does the whole matter merely
resolve Itself into a restatement of present depreciation
schedules?
The purpose of the proponents of a more liberal
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interpretation of depreciation rates is not one which is
directed at the recovery of replacement cost via depreciation
procedure. It appears that the prime concern is that of cre-
ation of an income versus expense relationship which will
reflect in better fashion a given price situation. The tak-
ing of a higher rate of depreciation during a period, of in-
flated prices allows for a lesser statement of income during
that period and is a more desirable situation in view of in-
come tax reporting. Secondly, this procedure allows for the
allocation of expense during a period when income can best
stand an increased expense charge and when income seemingly
should be made to Dear a charge proportionate with its dol-
lar size. By charging greater amounts of depreciation against
income during inflationary periods there then exists a lesser
amount to be charged against the income of periods when the.
prices return to lov/er levels and Income is likev/ise reported
at a correspondingly lov;er dollar amount.
The method could conceivably eliminate much of the
deficit income picture v/hich corporate bodies present during
periods of low business activity, for if prosperous times
were in effect made to share in the fixed expenses of an enter-
prise to a greater degree, the Durden applicable to periods
of low economic activity would thereby be lessened. This
situation might allov/ for the presentation of an income pic-
ture not as depressive as has been witnessed in the past.
The psychological effect of a stated income during a period

of depression v/hen heretofore the expectation and actual
performance provided statements of financial losses might
well prove a force which could exert influences towards
recovery.
The case for more lioeral interpretation of depre-
ciation could v/ell be carried one step further. Industry
presents its proposal of this method not only on the grounds
as discussed above but also on the grounds that present de-
preciation schedules do not allow for recognition of the va-
rying uses to which like assets are put and therefore the
varying lengths of useful life of these like assets. That
the purposes which like assets may serve in varying indus-
tries are by no means continually identical cannot be dis-
puted. That each of these varying industries should apply
like rates of depreciation to these like assets does not
appear to be the ideal means of measuring the depreciation
charges involved.
3 . The Application of a Specific Principle , the Index Num-
ber Method of Determininr the Depreciation Charge
of a G-iven Period
A specific example, using conventional procedure,
is the usual manner of illustrating the v/ay in which a chang
ing price situation causes the dissipation of capital in bus
iness. Assume that a company purchased a piece of equipment
in 1934 Tor .^)i5 , 000 ; that the machine v/as eliminated in 194-^
without any scrap or salvage value; and that the index of
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prices in 19lj-8 is 200 as compared with an index of 100 in
1934. If this company had oeen following conventional prac-
tice of straight-line depreciation methods and had correctly
estimated the life of the machine, it will have recovered
i'jj^jOOO, the original cost of the machine, oy 194^ • As far
as book figures are concerned, the company is in balance.
To compensate for the loss in the value of the dollar, a
decline from 100 to 50 cents, the company should have actu-
ally recovered ;ijl0,000 in order to have the equivalent of
the amount which it invested back in 1934* I^ retrospect
and in acceptance of the above statement it becomes evident
that the company has overstated earnings and depleted capital
over the 14 year period oy -jp^jOOO. This statement can be
made only with the qualification that income does not exist
until provision has been made for the retention of capital
value
.
During the entire life period of the asset referred
to in the illustration above, there has been witnessed con-
tinual price fluctuations. At any given balance sheet date
there is the need to recognize two components in the amount
of the gap in capital resulting from the change in the value
of the dollar. The first component recognizes the amount
applicable to the expired portion of the useful life of the
asset based upon acquisition cost. The second part is that
amount v/hlch gives effect to the changing price structure as
it is related to the dollar of different historic value. In
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recognition of the two components management should provide
for their effects in its formulation of financial policies.
Of the proposals made for meeting the problem of
a depreciating currency, one of the most persistent is that
of the use of some index number of the price level in the
determination of charges against income. (l) The use of
index numoers in the interpretation and recording of eco-
nomic levels of various factors is neither a new nor untried
procedure. The use of index numbers as a tool of measure-
ment in governmental and Industrial financial and physical
measurements is a practice v/ell conceived and developed.
The fundamental objection to the use of an index number in
the application v/hich would determine an economic depreci-
ation charge is one v\fhlch states that there is no completely
acceptaole and scientific index which could be developed and
applied to the purpose as desired. The objection would ap-
pear to be nothing more than another "red-herring” in that
it allows for no consideration of the possibility of the cre-
ation of an index v/hich would adequately serve in the speci-
fic area. As a matter of fact, it is contended that service-
able cost-index series are already in existence which could
be applied to particular asset categories.. The procedure in-
volved in the application of an index number method of deter-
mining a depreciation charge does not need to be based upon
1. H. h'. Sweene:/, "Stabilization Based on Replacement
Cost", Stabilized Accountinr
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the current value and its relation to the actual cost of the
asset. This procedure can best be illustrated by example.
Let us assume an asset cost of ^10,000, a service life of 10
years, and an applicaole index of 100 at the time of acquisi-
tion. On this basis and the index number movement as indi-
cated in the example oelow, we can demonstrate the working of
the method.
TAiiLS 2
I-lYPOTHETICAL CASE INVOLVING THE USE OF
INDEX NUI-IBERS IN COMPUTING DEPRECIATION
Year Index
Value---
Adjusted
Cost
Basis
Yearly Charge
to Deprec. on
Index Basis
Str . -line
Basis
Excess-Index
over
Straight-line
1. 100 ^ 10,000 $ 1,000 $ 1,000 101
2. 110 11,000 1,100 1,000 100
3. 120 12,000 1,200 1,000 200
)|. 130 13,000 1,300 1,000 300
5. 120 12,000 1,200 1,000 200
6 . 110 11,000 1 , 100 1,000 100
7. 120 12,000 1,200 1,000 200
8. 130 13,000 1,300 1,000 300
9. ll].0 111., 000 l,il.00 1,000 400
•o
(
—1 150 15,000 1,500 1,000 500
12,300 1 10,000 ^ 2,300
A trend value of the index number may be a more reliaole
measurement because of possible extreme fluctuation in the in-
dex numoer during any particular year.
As indicated oy the illustration above, the acquisition cost

6o.
would De adjusted each year in terns of the current price
level. On this adjusted cost basis each year's depreciation
expense v/ould be determined and charged to current income.
The result of 10 years of such procedure is indicated by a
total charge to operations of Spl2,300 as against a replace-
ment requirement of u|;i^,000, vVhat has oeen accomplished is
the statement of the expense in terms of economic costs;
the statement of expense in terms of a recognized current
cost of the particular asset involved during the specific
period. In this manner it is hoped that the statement of
income of each period v/ill more readily reflect the current
revenues as they exceed costs v/hich are likewise adjusted
to the current level. The process is another means of seek-
ing an income statement which is reconciled with the exist-
ing level of prices. The accumulation of charges during the
10 year period does in this case fall short of the require-
ment of the asset, Vvith the index value at 13'0 it will
theoretically cost -^l^jOOO to replace the physical property.
The deficiency of $2,700 between replacement cost and pro-
vision by depreciation charges cannot be accurately elimi-
nated during the actual course of life of the asset, for only
in retrospect can a complete evaluation of the period be had.
However, the accomplishment of matching costs and revenues
during the period would satisfy management in its desire to
state income realistically. The use of the Index Method does
not forestall, in this case, a seeming impairment of capital
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in that it does not adequately "provide" for replacement.
In this matter, the responsibility rests upon the shoulders
of management in its exercise of care over the capital status
of the enterprise to allocate such sums from earnings as it
deems appropriate and advlsaole to provide for asset replace-
ment .
In actual replacement, there is no guarantee that the
asset will be replaced in kind. There is none other than a
speculative oasis for the forecasting of a specific replace-
ment cost. Since these factors must enter into the considera-
tions affecting asset replacement there can exist no real or
scientific basis for determining the future replacement cost.
Management must exercise prudence, foresight and all the
other qualities which are desired in a managerial body in
its activities of governing and directing financial policy
of the enterprise.
C
.
Summary
In each of the three classifications discussed above
it would seem evident that the prime concern is that of cor-
rectly stating income and that secondary importance is at-
tached to the provision of providing for replacement cost of
the asset.
Any other variations or suggested means of coping with
the situation of replacement costs and income definition are
not as distantly removed from the classifications listed
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above as their titles would seem to indicate. They all, in
effect, are based upon recognition of a current value of the
assets Involved. The problem may be attacked from varying
directions but the solutions are found to be comparable.
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Chapter IV
THE UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION
A STUDY IN DEPRECIATION PROCEDURE
A. Corporate Definition of Depreciation and Elements Involved
in the Depreciation Charge
As an example of depreciation policy in action, a study
of the activity of the United States Steel Corporation may
serve to orient the reader with the problems encountered and
the means adopted by the corporation to compensate for situ-
1
ations as they arose.
The U. S. Steel Corporation engages in the diverse
activities of mining, manufacturing and transportation. The
figures which are used in this presentation are, unless other-
wise indicated, drawn from the consolidated statements of the
corporation for the years I9OI-I9I-I-8
,
The specific area of interest, that of depreciation,
is treated by the corporation under the caption "wear and
exhaustion". This item includes the cost of currently recov-
ering from operations the investment in mines, plant and
equipment when originally acquired. Specifically, this cate-
gory of charges is made up of depreciation (wear and tear
through use and the passage of time), oosolescence
,
amorti-
zation, and depletion.
Every pound of finished product takes its toll from
the mines and tools involved. The depreciation rate is an
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engineering calculation which varies with the rate of pro-
duction. The annual depreciation provisions for plant and
equipment are based on average lives of depreciable assets
with adjustments v/hen operations decline.
It is necessary that this toll, this expense of
doing business be met out of current income. Otherwise,
there could possibly arrive that dsy v/hen the mines are ex-
hausted, the tools worn out and were there no allov/ance
for replacement there would be nothing left with which to
work. (1)
It is true that the United States Steel Corpora-
tion does by recognition of various elements in the deter-
mination of a "v\fear and exhaustion" charge provide for
prudent and flexible control over the determination of this
charge. This control v/ould not be possible in a system where
"wear and exhaustion" referred to nothing more than depreci-
ation in its accepted usage as a device for the v/riting off
of the acquisition cost of an asset over the period of its
useful existence.
The corporation via its calculation of a charge
1. Dr. K. E. Zimmerman, Vice-President, Research and
Technology, U. S. Steel Corporation of Delaware, Address
before the New Haven Chapter of the Ainerican Society for
Metals, May 25» 194^* "Now depreciation, the factor which
is intended as an offset to the wearing out of tools and
equipment and must provide for their eventual replacement,
cannot be (dismissed as a fanciful figure of the bookkeeper;
it is very definitely a part of the cost of production.
No industrial concern, if it is to survive with facilities
unimpaired can avoid adequate depreciation charges."
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for obsolescence there does exist some provision for the cor-
poration to partake of adjustment of expense incurred in
connection with the loss of asset value and with current
costs of replacing the asset. This could be accomplished
during periods v/hen such a practice would be desirable by
either recognizing or not recognizing obsolescence charges.
There are many assets v/hich fall into a catagory
which does not allow the corporation much leeway in describ-
ing obsolescence charges. These assets would consist of
those common to a variety of industries and which v;ere not
completely peculiar to processes or operations basic to the
steel Industry. Hov/ever, those assets which represent the
basic producing agents, such as coke-ovens, blast furnances,
rolling stock of various types, or continuous-rolling mills
could theoretically have affixed to them an obsolescence
charge which could under certain circumstances be classified
as a charge created via exercise of prudent management or as
a charge created as a subterfuge.
Specifically, if it is the desire of management to
protect the owners' Interests by recognition of the fact of
loss of asset value because of either technical or price obso-
lescence, then could the action probably be termed prudent.
Hov/ever, if obsolescence charges are merely the de-
vice used by management to create hidden profits or to detract
from funds available for distribution as dividends to stock-
holders we do have a subterfuge. Such action could result in
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lessened stockholder confidence in the value of their stock
because of the effect upon asset value through the write-off
of obsolescence charges as well as unwarranted restriction
of the distribution of earnings.
If the corporation were to engage in the write-off
of asset value of its prime producing agents as mentioned
above and charge such v/rite-off to obsolescence, the justifi-
cation of the charge could be questionable.
Depreciation may be directed at three different
purposes: (a) asset replacement, (b) capital valuation, and
(c) cost allocation and Income determination. In business
practice the depreciation policy of most firms would probably
be found to contain all three of these objectives, however
vague of definition they may be. The emphasis may be repair,
original cost, replacement value or physical decline of the
asset but not one of these points of emphasis can logically
be adopted without involving all the objectives inherent in
depreciation practice.
Basically, the accountants are in agreement that
the proper depreciation charge is one which is related to
original cost of tne assets and that proper determination of
income requires that these costs be charged to Income. Bus-
inessmen, however, know that they seldom replace an asset
with one which is identical in design or cost and, conscious-
ly or otherwise, modify depreciation at cost because of the
pressure of obsolescence. Businessmen also know that capital
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structure is in their charge, that it must be supported by
capital values, and that asset values must be kept intact by
reserved earnings. Thus neither replacement, nor original
cost nor income determination can be ignored as aspects of
depreciation policy.
In practice as evidenced by the discussion and
controversy of the nature and composition of depreciation
charges it appears evident that there is no universal recon-
ciliation of the arguraent-producing situation.
Phscal asents of the United States are fixed in
their interpretation of depreciation and its composition,
v/hile industry seeks means to clarify the kb aning, accumu-
lation and use of depreciation charges. The degree to which
industry may deviate from the hackneyed definition of depre-
ciation in the preparation of its records of expense we will
assume to be the attempt of the Industry to maintain the
capital investment in terms of physical rather than monetary
units as well as the attempt to foster grov/th and maintain a
healthy economy within the enterprise. Because of the un-
avoidable differences which v/ill thus appear in corporate
practice of expense recording for tax purposes on the one
hand and for the corporation's ov;n purposes on the other hand
it would appear that the Interpretations of income measure-
ment are at differences. Because there exists the difference
in concepts, there does not exist the possibility that either
concept is correct even though one may more nearly approach
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the correct solution than the other.
B. The Depreciation Activity of the United States Steel
Corporation
1. The Leasurement of froduction and Depreciation Charges
The depreciation activity of the U. S. Steel Cor-
poration is presented first from the viewpoint of measuring
production as against depreciation charges. It is recog-
nized that the corporation is burdened with extremely high
fixed costs which exist regardless of the rate of production.
During the period 1919~19^7 j production of steel ingots and
castings averaged at of capacity and thus would seem
to allov/ for a fair measure of production versus depreciation
charges
.
Figure 6 presents the total production of ingots
for the entire steel industry during the period 1919 - 194-7
and the contribution to that total by the U.S. Steel Cor-
poration's participation in the total production each year
as a percentage of total industry production. (Figure 7)
It appears obvious from the curves presented that
despite the fact that the corporation's production increased
measurably the total production increased much more rapidly
so that the relative participation of the corporation declined
during the years. This fact is evidenced by the trend of the
participation curve.
Table 3 presents the figures involved in the graph
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TABLE 3
u. s. STEEL SUBSIDIARIES AND OTHER STEEL-PRODUCING COMPANIES
Year
PRODUCTION OP INGOTS AND CASTINGS
( Millions of Net Tons )
U. S. Steel Other U
Subsidiaries Companies
. S. Steel
% of
Industry
1901 9.9 5.1 65.72
190S 13.4 9.0 59.96
1909 15.0 11.9 55.75
1913 18.7 16.1^ 53.21
1917 22.7 27.7 45.02
1919 12,3 19.6 49.61
1921 22.8 9.9 55.43
1922 18.5 21.9 45.17
1923 21.2 27.6 45.23
1925 20.7 29.7 41.63
1927 24.5 29.6 i|.l.l4
1928 18.7 35.2 39*01
1929 11.3 38.7 38.75
1930 26.8 5-1.10
1931 9.0 17.8 38.86
1932 9.7 9.8 36.03
1933 12.5 17.0 35- 8k
1935- 18.
q
19.5 33.24
1935 20.8 29.7 32.65
1936 10.5 35-. 6 35.40
1937 17.6 35.9 38.69
1938 22.9 21.2 33.15
1939 29.0 35.2 33.38
194-0 22.9 5^.0 34-. 29.
19LI 29.0 53.9 35-«9o
1942 30.0 58.0 34.91
194-3 30.5 58.3 34.38
1944 30.8 98.8 34.38
1945 26.5 53.2 33.22
1946 21.3 45.3 31.98
1947 28.6 56.3 33.65
1948 29,0 59.0 32.96
Source: Reprinted froin statement made by Endres M.
Voorhees, Chairman Finance Committee, U. S. Steel Corp.,
before subcommittee on Profits of Joint Congressional
Committee on the Economic Report, Washington, D. C.,
December 21, 19^8.
r
construction for the period 1901-194^*
Figure 8 presents in graphic form the corporation's
annual charges for wear and exhaustion expenses for each of
the years through the first 9 months of 19^8* (1) Dur-
ing the years 199-1 through 1945 the corporation utilized the
principle of accelerated depreciation in the amortization of
its emergency war facilities. Indication of the extent of
this change is made on the graph in order that the relatively
distorted charge accumulated during the war years may be
understood. In the years 1947 aj^d for the first 9 months of
194s there again appears in the corporate report of wear and
exhaustion charges an element which should be distinguished.
2. Recognition of the Lifo Frlnclple in Recording Cost of
Long-Term Inventories ; the Creation of Added Pro -
visions for Replacement
In 1947^ tD-e U. S. Steel Corporation adopted the
Last-in, First-out principle of costing as one applicable in
recording the cost of long term inventories. The corporation
had previously in 194l adopted the Last-ln, First-out method
of determining the cost of its major classifications of short
term inventories. Long-term inventories are considered here
as machinery, plants and mines. The corporation in 1947
1. Irving S. Olds, Chairman, Board of Directors, U. S.
Steel Corporation, Address before the Manufacturers' Associ-
ation of Hartford County, Hartford, Connecticutt
,
January 20,
1949* "The ainount set aside for wear and exnaustion was the
fourth largest cost item of the sales dollar received during
the first nine months of 194^* That depreciation item took
6 per cent of the sales dollar.”
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increased its provision for wear and exhaustion from •!
million based on original cost to ni^llli- million, or by 30^.
This was a step on the part of the corporation toward stat-
ing wear and exhaustion charges in an amount which would
recover in their current dollars of diminished buying power
the same purchasing power as had been received on the occa-
sion of the original expenditure. (1)
In 194-S^ the corporation continued this practice
and in recognition of a wear and exhaustion charge for the
first nine months of the year of .^66.3 million dollars based
on original cost, it felt justified in the additional charge
of Gofo of the depreciation based on original cost. This
added charge amounted to iH>39»7 million. Justification for
the increase from the 30/^-6o^ rate for added depreciation
was based upon the continued increase in the cost of goods
and facilities during 194-^. The corporation viewed the ^0%
rate as one which was no longer sufficient to cover the true
cost of the property currently consumed.
In adopting this procedure of additions to depre-
ciation charges to compensate for increased replacement
costs, the corporation recognizes that in order to maintain
physical plant and equipment it is necessary to recapture
not the dollar units but rather the purchasing power units
which were originally invested in order that these properties
may be replaced as they wear out or are used up. Therefore,
1. Annual Report, U. S. Steel Corporation, 194-7*
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this added amount is carried as a reserve for the replacement
of properties.
The percentage increases in the provision for wear
and exhaustion v/ere determined partly through experience with
cost increases and partly through the study of construction
cost index numbers. Although the corporation points out that
the provision is materially less than the experienced cost
increase in replacing worn out facilities, these am.ounts of
30 and 60 per cent v/ere deemed appropriate in view of the
nevmess of the application of this principle to the costing
of wear and exhaustion. ( 1 )
The corporation through its experience in renewing
plant in the current m.arket has acciamulated some basic figures
on cost relationship which are presented here for information.
COMPARISON OF COST INCREASES FOR SQUIPMANT
Percentage Increase 1947 over 194^
Blast Furnace 105
Brick Construction 2^0
Concrete Construction 12lj.
By-product Coke Ovens l50
Standard jilectric Cranes 105
1. Dr. K. ii. Zimmerman, Vice-President, Research and
Technology, U. S. Steel Corporation of Delaware; Address
before New Haven Chapter of the American Society for Metals,
May 20, 194^’ provide oalanced new capacity in a fully
Integrated steel plant now requires the expenditure of
approximately |>300 per ^^early ton of salable product. In
other v/ords, for a new one million ton installation an in-
vestment of around
•'I3OO million would be involved. This is
more than three times the per unit investment value of the
facilities v/hich produced i-imerican steel before the second
world war.
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The cost relationships involve virtually identical
facilities acquired in the years 19 i[-0 and 194-7 • (l)
It is evident through examination of production
activity and the v;ear and exhaustion charges that there does
exist a relationship Detv/een the two. The indication would
appear to be that the corporation abides by no straight-line
formula for the developing of depreciation charges but does
consider production activity as a determinant of the charge.
Other means of allowing for variances in the wear and exhaus-
tion charges have been discussed above in terms of obsoles-
cence and the provisions made for additional replacement
costs
.
The corporation decided upon the institution of a
provision for added replacement costs in preference to recog-
nition of the situation of increased replacement costs without
any action pending tax and accounting acceptance. It is no
doubt an exercise of the basic interests of management in pre-
servation of the enterprise capital that prompted such action
in spite of lack of recognition of procedure. vi/ere manage-
ment to have sight of the current situation of the increased
cost of asset replacement yet defer any attempt to compensate
for the situation pending any universal acceptance or recog-
nition of a method of coping with the problem it could not be
credited with any degree of foresight. Even though this
additional cost as determined by the corporation is not
1 . U. S. Steel, Annual Report, 1947
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acceptable for tax purposes it nevertheless represents the
attempt to compensate for a recognized situation via what
seem to be the best available means. As such, the charges
for additional replacement costs appear as an item of ex-
pense in the published statements of the corporation. Re-
gardless of the value of the method of determining the amount
Involved or the final accuracy and adequacy of the amount
arrived at, the singling out and public disclosure of the
charge and its nature justify to a great extent the exis-
tence of the charge. The basic desire involved in the ac-
tion would seem to be the attempt to preserve purchasing
power. However, the desire being evident offers no clarifi-
cation of what is meant by maintenance of purchasing power
and the complications Involved in the theory of maintenance
of purchasing power.
3 . Adjusting for the Purchasing Power of the Dollar
As discussed in Chapter IV in the section dealing
with Index Humber methods of determining depreciation charges,
the basic problems involved were those of arriving at or con-
structing an index number which was first of all acceptable
in the given situation and secondly this index number must
of necessity involve components which are applicable and ac-
curate factors in the problem of determining a cost of depre-
ciation for any particular period. There i s no attempt to
present index numbers in the capacity of accurate or accep-
table cost determinants or Indicators of real and monetary
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cost relationships in a given situation. Hov/ever, in the
adoption of one interpretation of the use of index numbers
there is presented in Figures 9 and 10 two examples of index
application to monetary measures of expenses.
The expenses involved are the Wear and Exhaustion
Charges of the United States Steel Corporation durins; the
period 1924-19118. In Figure 9 these charges have been de-
flated in each year by the Bureau of Labor Statistics whole-
sale price index for the respective year. In Fieure 10 the
charges have been deflated by the Construction Cost Index.
The shaded areas as indicated refer to either the
excess of real value over monetary value of the depreciation
charge or the deficiency in real value as compared to mone-
tary value.
The bureau of Labor Statistic Index of Wholesale
Prices is a measure of purchasing pov/er as it relates to
specific goods. Likewise, the Construction Cost Index is a
measure of purchasing power in a specific area of purchasing.
The attempt in the presentation of the deflated depreciation
charge is merely to indicate how very much opposed the re-
sults may oe. In its Figure 9 the purchasing power or real
value of the depreciation charges are greatly in excess of
the monetary charges. The use oi.‘ the particular index indi-
cates a situation wherein the aggregate purchasing power of
the depreciation charges are measurably In excess of the
aggregate cost involved in the depreciating assets. This
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situation, theoretically, also expresses the theory that de-
preciation charges are sufficient to recover asset value
and in addition proviae for expansion.
Figure 10 presents the opposite picture. Here we
view depreciation charges deflated by the Construction Cost
Index and the net result of the procedure demonstrates that
depreciation charges were grossly inadequate in providing for
asset replacement. Theoretically, the situation may be as-
sumed to be one of dissipation of capital.
In neither of the above cases is there any basis
for intelligent comment of the adequacy or inadequacy of
depreciation charges. The only realistic answer to the pre-
sentation is that the attempt to find a basis v^hich will pro-
vide an accurate and adequate measurement of depreciation
charges is not one which is capaole of easy determination.
Possibly, if some basis were evolved it would have inherent
the even more difficult proolem of justification.
The corporation bases the rate of its increased
depreciation charges on the evidence of Increased and increas-
ing costs of property and the construction of such property.
There can be no douDt that the 3>0% rate applied in 19l4-7 and
the 60;^ rate of 19 ^-|-Q are more in the nature of hopeful esti-
mates and intelligent application of knovifledge rather than
the real scientific measurement of any data pertaining to the
situation
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ij.. The Manap;ement of Capital
Because a great part of the dismay over the cur-
rent cost situation is founded in the inability to maintain
replacement value through the medium of depreciation of
assets at cost, an examination of the capital expenditures
and the v/ear and exhaustion charges over a period of years
may allow for some classification of the relationship of the
t\vo charges.
Table ij. presents information as to Capital Expen-
ditures, v;ear and exhaustion charges and their cumulative
excess or deficiency relationship during the period I92JP-I9I1.7
.
The cumulative effect of wear and exhaustion charges
when compared to capital expenditures is indicative of a de-
ficiency in these charges during the years. This evidence
has been offered as an indication of the inadequacy of depre-
ciation charges to provide for capital replacement. The dis-
tortion and error in this charge certainly need not be
pointed out. It is not the function of depreciation charges
to provide funds for capital addition but rather is it de-
9
sirable that such charges provide for replacement. Capital
expenditures are not a measurement of replacement for they
also refer to money spent in the acquisition of new or addi-
tional facilities. The comparative basis for measuring depre-
ciation charges versus captial expenditures could exist only
under the conditions that the expenditures represented costs
of replacement.
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TAisIiS [j.
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES, VffiAR AND EXHAUSTION CHARGES, AHD THE
CUT.IULATIVE DEFICIENCY OP WEAR AND EXHAUSTION CHARGES
Year
1924 •
Capital
Expenditures
- 1947
vVe ar and
Exhaustion
Charges
Cumulative
Deficiency
In Millions of Dollars
1924 88.1 53.2
1925 78.8 61 .
6
52.1
1926 8k.il- 70.4 66.1
1927 105.7 6i|-.I|. 107.4
1928 57.5 73.2 91.7
1929 66
.
7
69.8 88.6
1930 lk8.3 63.8 173.1
1931 61.7 So.
4
184.4
1932 7.6 kl .6 150.4
1933 10.
k
45.3 115.
5
1934 10.6 46. k 79.7
1935 35.9 49.
s
65.8
1936 78.9 59.0 85.7
1937 134.5 6k. 1 156.1
1938 71.5 50.3 177.3
1939 27.3 63.
k
141.2
1940 74.4 72.6 143.0
1941 111.0 98.6 155.4
1942 117 .
5
128.2 144.7
1943 89.0 134.0 99.7
19Ui 46.9 139.0 7.6
1945 36.9 123.4 (78.9)-
1946 201.0 68.7 53.4
1947 206.6 114.0 145.0
-X- Excess
Source
:
19211.-1947.
Annual Reports, United States Steel Corporation,
\1
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4
That such is not the case v/ith the United States
I
I
Steel Corporation is evident in the fact that new facilities
' have been acquired during these years; that productive capa-
j
city has been increased through the acquisition of these new
facilities and that in no vi/ay do the figures represent re-
placement in the basic interpretation of the term.
I During the years commencing with 19^-1 j considera-
1
tion must he given to the added charge through amortization
of emergency facilities. This added charge is s.hown in
Figure 8. Likev/ise, the additional charge of 194-7 must be
: considered in evaluating the importance of the wear and ex-
I
haustion expense of that year. Capital expenditures were
* influenced during 19li6-194-7 by the unleashing of post-war
j
activity oy the corporation.
It is usually stated that recognition of adequate
depreciation, that is, depreciation in terms of replacement
costs, is the only real method of maintaining capital intact.
It is further stated that failure to recognize these currently
high replacement costs in income determination will result
in overstated profits, availibility and distribution of funds
via dividends v/hich are in reality an impairment of capital
and a distortion of the capital value of the enterprise.
In 194-7 j a year of nearly full capacity operations
for U. S. Steel, profits were not high in the light of exis-
ting conditions. An examination of the financial statement
for 194-7 v/ill disclose the fact that v/orklng capital declined
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many millions of dollars during the year. This reduction
was attributed primarily to the increased expenditures for
additions to and replacements of facilities than depreciation
provided. (1)
The failure to recognize increased replacement
costs is a case of the inadequate use of words. It is not
the failure to recognize which causes the undesirable re-
sults but rather is it the failure to recognize and act on
the matter. In acting on the matter once recognized, we at
least have a measure of accomplishment towards compensating
for the situation. The U. S. Steel Corporation has sought
to meet the situation in the manner described. Whether its
attempt is adequate or whether it is exaggerated must be
determined elsewhere. The principal point of concern exists
in the fact that some decision was made.
As to the maintenance of capital value, the cor-
poration is attem.pting to do that very thing by its charge
of additional depreciation and, as to the impairment of capi-
tal via dividends, this, too, is forestalled because of the
allocation of earnings for replacement rather than dividend
distribution. Such procedure has not prevented the cor-
poration from distributing dividends nor has it eliminated
the reinvestment of income in the enterprise. These
1. Statement by Benjamin J:*’’. Pairless, President of
U. S. Steel Corporation before the Joint Congressional Com-
mittee on the Economic deport, Washington, D. C., I.Iarch 2,
19i|-8
, p . 6
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TAbLE 5
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION
DIVIDEND PAYMilNTS BY CLASSES OF STOCK, COMMON AND PREFERRED,
AND MONEY REINVESTED IN THE CORPORATION IN EACH YEAR
1924 - 1947
Year Preferred Stock Coimnon Stock Reinvested in
Dividend Dividend the business
In Millions of Dollars
192 ll. 25.2 35.6 24-3
192s 25.2 35.6 29.8
1926 25.2 35.6 55.9
1927 25.2 49.8 12.9
1928 25.2 49.8 39.1
1929 25.2 63.8 108.5
1930 23.2 60.4. 18.8
1931 25.2 37.0 49. 2d
1932 20.7 — 91.9a.
1933 7.2 — 43. 7d
193 l^- 7.2 — 23 . 9 d
1935 7.2 — 6 . Id
1936 50.4 — .1
1937 58 .
5
8.7 27.7
1938 25.2 — 32 . 9d
1939
19110
25.2
2312 ME 15.942.4
19 l{.l 25.2 311.8
311.8
56.2
19IJ.2 23.2 11.2
19^3 25.2 34.8 2.6
19E 25.2 34.8 .8
1945 25.2 3I4.8 2.0d
1946 23.2 3I4-.8 28.6
1947 25.2 45.7 56.2
d denotes DEFICIT
Soi^rce: Annual Reports, United States Steel Corporation
192)+-19 lt.7 . .
'
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statements are oorne out in the tabulations presented in
Table 5 which are a presentation of dividends and reinvested
income of U. Steel during the years 192 l4.-19 i|-7 .
5 . Summary
Almost in contradiction to the expressed desires of
the proponents of the varied methods of determining an econo-
mic expression of the depreciation expense of an enterprise,
we have in the case of the United States Steel Corporation a
performance which would appear to be resignation to the only
logical basis of accounting for the problem at this time.
Through many years of discussion of the problem and in the pre-
sent conflict over the statement of depreciation expense in
the reporting of corporate income, there has evolved no change
in the method of determining the extent of the charge.
It v/ould appear evident that the contention that
ownership capital should bear the risk of changing price
levels and meet with the investment requirements of a chang-
ing technology is well founded. The United States Steel Cor-
poration has taken heed of the situation of high replacement
costs and has reacted in a manner much like that of the
ordinary individual who has put away a few dollars in anti-
cipation of a rainy day. As one of our largest corporate
bodies it seems to have taken the least complicated way out
of the situation and thereby does no doubt set example and
provide the lead for the many enterprises which have climbed
aboard the bandv/agon of economic depreciation charges.
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CONCLUSIONS
In the desire for the recognition of replacement
value as the basis for determination of the depreciation
charge of assets, management presents several reasons as to
why the basis should be adopted. As foundation for these
reasons, there exist principal areas of concern within indus-
try each of which has its relation to the depreciation pro-
blem. These areas may be listed as follows:
1. The determination of income
2. Taxation
3. The financing of plant expansion
[4.. The dissipation of capital
The provision for replacement of assets
Each of these areas of concern are presented vi/ith
the support of substantial documentary information in the
attempt to satisfy those who v/ould demand proof that the pro-
blems as depicted do actually exist. Insofar as there is
need for the examination of depreciation procedure, the case
presented by management does indicate this need. However,
in the attempt to justify each of the many proolems which
are associated with the present procedure of depreciation,
it seems as though the case has fallen far short of its goal.
For each specific issue which has been raised there have been
presented counter-issues equally effective.
In the interpretation and definition of the element
which enter into the discussion both those who are opposed to
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a change in depreciation procedure and those virho advocate
recognition of a new basis have been unable to see eye to
eye. The conflicting views as to the purpose of deprecia-
tion, as to the maintenance of capital, and the question of
income measurement seem to present the major obstacles to
• the reaching of any sort of agreement. The desire for eco-
.
nomic recording of business procedure and position is inter-
viTOven with the problem and as is usually the case with eco-
nomics and the interpretation of economic values there exists
no universal agreement of singular aefinition, interpretation
or measurement in any given case.
I
Before an^/ conclusions can oe drawn from the dis-
cussion of the proolem of depreciation during periods of
• high prices, it is necessary that two relevant questions be
raised. These questions have an important oearing upon any
decision v\fhich could be made concerning the determination of
a depreciation charge during a period of high price levels,
k The questions may be put in this form:
I
' 1. Is the present rapid price rise a movement to
® a new, higher price plateau which one can expect v/ill be
maintained into the future?
2. Is the present rapid price rise a characteris-
tic of the prosperity phase of the business cycle and as such
,
will it be followed shortly by a period of depression which
will witness a decline to price levels in the same degree or
magnitude?
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The first question implies that a new level of
prices has been instituted and that an adjustment of some
sort to these new levels be worked out. The second question
implies that correcting forces are at work which will in
time eliminate the present high level.
If the new price levels are to be maintained, the
adjustment necessary in the corporate procedure of depre-
ciation accrual is not one which is easily determined. There
is no one procedure which could be applied to each enterprise
in order to adjust its policy to the new level of prices.
The methods used must vary dependent upon the natune of the
enterprise, the nature of its assets and the values v/hich
could be associated v;ith these assets. The problems inhe-
rent in any of the methods which might be developed are those
of replacement value determination and the arrival at a means
of adequately determining a measurement of economic change.
How to determine the replacement value for a group
of assets now being utilized in production does not resolve
Itself into a simple declaration of the anticipated cost of
replacing the asset with a like unit on the open market.
The very act of Installation of the asset in a production
line causes an addition to its value over and above that
value which it commands as a piece of equipment which is
standing on the floor of the seller’ s warehouse awaiting a
purchaser. The very fact that assets in liquidation proce-
dure do not realize their book value is an indication of the
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discrepancy which may occur in the measurement of value.
If it is assumed that the present price level is
out a phase of the ousiness cycle, there are those who would
immediately eliminate the proolem of depreciation accrual
with the statement that the long-run will effect equaliza-
tion. If it is to be agreed that the span of life of an
asset will usually cover more than the length of a ousiness
cycle then there could be discerned some justification in
this statement. Assets purchased during periods of high
price levels would be depreciated under favorable circijim-
stances during that period that price levels were maintained.
In a subsequent period when prices might return to lower
levels, the depreciation expense would oe unfavorable in re-
lation to the income status during the period of lower price
levels. The opposite situation v/ould hold true in the case
of an asset which was purchased during a period of low price
levels, for its depreciation charge would be Iovit in compari-
son with the Inflated levels of a later period of prosperity.
That there is an approach to equalization under these cir-
cumstances is evident. But such approach is valid only to
the extent that the asset does "exist” for the course of the
business cycle and is not one which was purchased and has
run its life out during any phase when prices were continu-
ally increasing or decreasing.
If specific assets were always to be replaced in
kind, the problem of recognizing the effects of a depreciating
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standard of value during the transition period to a higher
price level could be dealt with by reliance on replacement
costs. Replacement in kind would assist in the elimination
of one sore spot in the controversy over the effect of price
levels upon the accurate statement of depreciation charges
determined upon replacement costs. Considerable evidence
exists, however, to indicate that because of rapid techno-
logical change a substantial number of industries' assets
are never replaced in kind. Changes in methods, materials,
and equipment have a varying effect on different industries
and firms. One effect of prospective technical changes is
to weaken considerably the usefulness of current or even
prospective replacement costs as a measure of the require-
ments for maintaining existing plant and equipment. Though
it is true that replacement does take place, assets will be
replaced in some form or other not necessarily identical with
the unit being replaced. The replacement unit is theoreti-
cally that asset which gives the best prospect of maintaining
or increasing the ability of the plant and equipment to pro-
duce. The difficulty, hov/ever, is that no readily available
measure exists of the probable size of the dollar outlay
necessary for that purpose. How can there be an accurate
determination of replacement cost? Eow can there be an ac-
curate statement made concerning the degree of capital dis-
sipation which has or will occur in any given circumstance?
because there exists no standard upon which any measurement
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can oe based, only theoretical ansv/ers may be given.
During the course of recorded price levels in this
country there is the indication of a positive trend in these
levels. v;e are led to believe, in view of this evidence,
that there are constantly being created a succession of new
price plateaus in the long-run picture. These plateaus are
not as noticeable as those v/hlch dominate the specific periods
of prosperity or depression but are representative of the over
p^loe level activity during such a period of time as there
has been official recording of prices. Even as the price
levels have given evidence of a positive trend, we find that
technology has been providing us with the benefits of more
efficient instruments of production. V/e have, therefore, a
situation in which we are paying more money but for a better
product.
because it is recognized that replacement does not
necessarily refer to like replacement, in what manner can v/e
Isolate an increase in replacement cost which gives cogni-
zance to both the higher price level and to the fact that a
more efficient asset is obtained. Part of this gap between
the cost of the original asset and the cost of the replace-
ment is compensated for by the technical Improvement of the
replacement. How much of the cost is Involved in this ele-
ment and is thereby not to be considered as a cost of replace-
ment Dub rather as a cost of addition? This consideration is
quite necessary before any evaluation of the extent of capital
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dissipation can be entered into.
In the desire to state income realistically, in
terms of current dollars. Industry is confronted with many
issues in the de term.ination of what constitutes an expense;
what constitutes income. Until the answer is found and
accepted in specific terms there exists no possibility of
any cnange in the basis for determining a depreciation charge
in relation to the use of a particular asset or group of
assets.
The present method of determiining depreciation on
a cost basis is realistic and does present a common basis.
The method is not without its failings and does not elimi-
nate the desire to set a nev; standard, a nev/ basis or method
which will present an equitable statement of expense in view
the factors which management views as components of
the depreciation problem.
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